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Abstract—A serial link transmitter fabricated in a large-scale
integrated 0.4-m CMOS process uses multilevel signaling (4PAM) and a three-tap pre-emphasis filter to reduce intersymbol
interference (ISI) caused by channel low-pass effects. Due to the
process-limited on-chip frequency, the transmitter output driver
is designed as a 5 : 1 multiplexer to reduce the required clock
frequency to one-fifth the symbol rate, or 1 GHz. At 5 Gsym/s
(10 Gb/s), a data eye opening with a height >350 mV and a
width >100 ps is achieved at the source. After 10 m of a copper
coaxial cable (PE142LL), the eye opening is reduced to 200 mV
and 90 ps with pre-emphasis, and to zero without filtering. The
chip dissipates 1 W with a 3.3-V supply and occupies 1.5 2 2.0
mm2 of die area.
Index Terms— Intersymbol interference (ISI), networks, preemphasis transmitter, serial links.
Fig. 1. Pulse response of a 10-m PE142LL coaxial cable.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

PPLICATIONS such as computer-to-computer or
computer-to-peripheral interconnection are requiring
gigabit-per-second rates over different distance ranges. For
distances ranging 1–10 m, traditional methods of parallel
buses, which require many wires, are costly and power
inefficient. Optical fibers are also costly and area inefficient
for these distances. Thus, low-cost, high-speed serial links
using copper cables are an attractive solution for such
applications [1], [2]. While other technologies, such as GaAs
and bipolar, are limited in the number of transistors per die
due to yield and power considerations, CMOS technology
allows implementation of complex digital logic enabling more
integration of the back-end processing, lowering the cost.
The maximum data rates reported over 7-m copper cable
are 10 Gbps in an Si-bipolar technology [3] and 4 Gbps in
0.5- m CMOS technology [1]. This paper describes a 10-Gbps
transmitter implemented in 0.4- m CMOS, which is intended
for use with coaxial cable (PE-142LL) over a distance of 10 m.
Due to the skin-effect loss in conductors, copper cables
show a low-pass frequency response that limits signaling
bandwidth. Fig. 1 shows that the 10-m coaxial cable used in
this work has a 3 dB bandwidth of 1.2 GHz. Furthermore,
the intrinsic process speed limits the on-chip frequency. In
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this 0.4- m CMOS process, the maximum on-chip operating
frequency of digital logic is roughly 1 GHz.
Employing a 5 : 1 multiplexing scheme, a pre-emphasis
technique using a three-tap finite impulse response (FIR) filter
and a four-level pulse amplitude modulation (4-PAM) enables
us to achieve the 10-Gbps data rate. Speed limitations due to
process technology were thoroughly examined when choosing
the 4-PAM modulation scheme.
Section II provides some background on the communication theoretical principles exploited in this work. Section III
describes the system architecture, and Section IV presents the
circuit implementation of system blocks. Measurement results
are presented in Section V, followed by concluding remarks
in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
Digital communication involves two key ideas. The first is
the use of orthogonal analog waveforms (basis functions) as
transmission building blocks, e.g., square waves. The second
uses the basis functions to associate modulation with a vector
space. The number of orthogonal basis functions is the dimensionality of the vector space. A geometric arrangement
of points in the vector space is called a constellation and
represents all possible data symbols. A typical constellation
is -level pulse amplitude modulation ( -PAM), where the
data sequence is carried by pulses of fixed shape, with
different amplitudes, each of which represents
bits
of data. For a fixed data rate, one may trade off symbol rate
against constellation size.
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Channel spectral efficiency, which is measured in terms
of bits per second per hertz (bps/Hz), is determined by
the bandwidth of the basis waveforms. For instance, in a
nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) -PAM communication system, the
, which increases logarithspectral efficiency is 2
mically with the number of PAM levels ( ). Note that the
factor of “2” is due to the NRZ nature of the transmission.
If the basis waveforms are not channel eigenfunctions, intersymbol interference (ISI) occurs. ISI can be reduced using
FIR filters that invert the channel low-pass characteristic.
Optimal detection can also be performed by techniques such as
maximum-likelihood sequence detection or sampled matched
filtering at the receiver. Coding can be used to improve system
symbol error rate. For a more detailed treatment of these
subjects, see [4] and [5].
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In multi-gigabit/second applications, optimal detection
methods demand high complexity and hence large circuit
area [6]. Therefore, in this work, square pulses are used as the
basis waveforms due to their simplicity in generation and the
ability to perform level detection with moderate complexity for
multi-gigabit/second rates [7], even though these waveforms
are not optimal from an information-theoretic point of view.
For a given data rate, the 4-PAM scheme reduces the
symbol rate by a factor of two compared to a conventional
2-PAM system. This symbol-rate reduction lowers not only
the signal ISI in the channel but also the maximum required
on-chip clock frequency. An -PAM scheme with larger
was avoided due to limited receiver signal resolution at high
speeds and the maximum transmitter output swing, both of
which constrain the PAM level spacings
Level Spacing

mitter Swing

Moreover, reflection ISI of large signals due to imperfect line
terminations can overwhelm subsequently transmitted lowlevel signals. Since this design does not attempt to equalize
for reflection ISI, 4-PAM is chosen to avoid vulnerable lowamplitude symbols.
Transmitting a sequence of square symbols results in a
data eye diagram. Larger eye openings correspond to better
system noise immunity. Since square pulses are not channel
eigenwave forms, ISI occurs, which results in severe reduction
of the eye opening at symbol rates well above the channel bandwidth. The measured 1.2-GHz channel bandwidth is
roughly a factor of three less than the bandwidth required to
obtain a reasonable eye opening for a 5-Gsym/s 4-PAM system
with square pulses, so filtering techniques must be used.
Filtering is performed by either equalizing the signal in the
receiver or preshaping the outgoing pulse in the transmitter.
Receiver equalization is normally more difficult to implement at gigabit/second rates than transmitter pre-emphasis.
Digital receiver equalization, using FIR filters, requires highresolution sampling analog-to-digital converters that run at
gigahertz speeds, which is a quite challenging task in present
CMOS technologies. Analog continuous-time equalization also
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Fig. 2. Preshaped pulse at near and far ends of the channel.

needs very wide-bandwidth front-end receiver circuits that run
at the same speed as the input data. The low
of transistors
in present CMOS technologies makes the receiver equalizer
design quite challenging at multi-gigabit/second rates. Input
equalizers reported to date in CMOS technology all operate
at data rates below 1 Gbps [8], [9]. To implement a transmit
preshaping FIR filter, however, the output driver only requires
adding the weighted values of the previous symbols, already
known to the transmitter, to the present outgoing symbol value.
Thus, the preshaping technique does not dictate the transmitter
to use a faster technology to operate properly.
One method to implement the -tap transmitter filter is
what is used in [1], which requires a large area and high
complexity. In this approach, all the FIR filter calculations are
done by digital adders and multipliers, and a high-resolution
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generates the final pulse,
which is the sum of the present symbol and
previous
tap-weighted symbols. In this design, we use a completely
analog technique to realize the pre-emphasis filter, where
the transmitter generates the “filtered” pulse directly and
independent of all previous symbols. The need for complex
digital logic is removed by summing and modulating the
output current in the analog domain. This method also uses
minimum-resolution DAC’s [
-bit DAC for -PAM].
To design the pre-emphasis FIR filter, we have measured the
pulse response of the coaxial line as shown in Fig. 1. Pulses
sent through the channel experience a long tail that corrupts
subsequently transmitted symbols. Simulations show that a
three-tap filter with symbol-period tap spacings can reduce
the amplitude of the undesired tail to 10% of the 4-PAM
amplitude spacing ( 3% of the total amplitude). The results
of this filter for a 0.2-ns pulse (5 Gsym/s), at both the near
and far ends of the channel, are shown in Fig. 2.
The on-chip frequency requirement is reduced to one-fifth
the symbol rate (one-tenth the bit rate) by performing a 5 : 1
multiplexing directly onto the 50- line, allowing five symbols
to be transmitted every cycle. The five symbols correspond to
10 bits, which include four data symbols and one symbol for
line coding. In this design, line coding is performed on-chip to
provide appropriate transitions for clock recovery. This method
is similar to the 8 b/10 b codes used in binary transmission.
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Fig. 3. Linear versus Gray-code mapping of levels.

Fig. 5. Multiplexing drivers and three-tap filters.

Fig. 4. Transmitter general architecture.

Since 4-PAM hard decision decoding is used in the receiver,
a fixed one-to-one mapping of every two input bits to a
constellation point must be chosen. Six distinct mappings
exist for 4-PAM. However, only a Gray-code mapping (Fig. 3)
guarantees that every nearest neighbor symbol error results in
only one bit error. Thus, the expected bit error rate (BER) is
reduced to that of the linear mapping.

Fig. 6. A 2-bit DAC module.

IV. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION
The architecture to achieve the 10-Gb/s transmission rate
is shown in Fig. 4. The multiplexing transmitter, comprising
five identical drivers, uses ten different clock phases from a
five-stage differential ring oscillator (Tx-PLL) to generate the
output stream.
Each of the five drivers is composed of four 2-bit DAC
modules (Fig. 5). The main module (DAC-M) drives the coax
line with a current proportional to one of the four symbol
levels, while the three other modules (DAC-Ti) implement the
FIR filter.
The 2-bit DAC modules contain two differential driving
legs, as shown in Fig. 6. The two driving legs are binary
weighted to generate four selectable levels according to the
2-bit input data. This circuit uses D0, D1, and two clocks
that are 200 ps (a symbol period) out of phase to generate
a precise 200-ps current pulse. Fig. 7 shows the timing for
generation of the main symbols. The resynchronizer retimes
the 10-bit parallel data into five 2-bit groups. Each group has
a different phase to prevent setup-and-hold-time violations for
, the differential
each output driver. On the rising edge of
driving leg (Fig. 6) starts drawing a current based on the input

Fig. 7. Main symbol generation timing.

data value D[0; 1]. Signal
turns off the driving leg after
200 ps at its falling edge, forming a current pulse (Sym0). The
current pulses generated by the five drivers are summed at the
output node, generating the 5-Gsym/s stream.
Each of the five driver blocks contains three filter modules
(DAC-Ti) that use the same data but different clock inputs
(Fig. 5). After the main module’s current pulse, the three filter
modules turn on consecutively in the next three symbol periods
to cancel the tail of the main pulse. Since the preshaping of
each main symbol is done at the same driver block by currentsumming the modules’ pulses at the output pad, no logic is
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Two extreme cases of reduced effective symbol width.

Fig. 8. Tap symbol generation timing.

needed to compute the pre-emphasized signal. Tap symbols
are generated with the same mechanism as the main symbol,
but instead of a complex resynchronizer, three stages with
200-ps delay in each driver are used to guarantee enough
setup-and-hold time for the driver input data while passing
from one module to the other. Fig. 8 shows this timing for the
first two tap symbols.
The currents in the filter taps (tap weights) are modulated
by three controllable current sources at the bottom of each
module. To protect the tap currents from on-chip noise, each
current source is a mirror whose input current is supplied from
a clean off-chip source (Fig. 5). Because the corresponding
filter modules in each of the five drivers are turned on
sequentially, only one of the modules pulls current at each
symbol time. Thus, each current source is shared among the
five drivers.
The “Src” nodes (Fig. 6) of the main modules’ legs are
grounded to minimize the device size for a given output
current. Smaller device sizes prevent parasitic diffusion capacitances at the output from limiting the overall bandwidth.
The “Src” node of the filter modules are connected to the
corresponding tap current sources.
One problem with this scheme is that phase errors due
to mismatches or jitter can cause one edge to be shifted
with respect to others. This shift enlarges one symbol but
reduces the next, resulting in a smaller eye opening. Thus,
the oscillator elements are designed for low jitter [10], and
the driver buffering paths for the different clock phases are
precisely matched using identical AND and NOT precharged
gates (Fig. 6). The precharged topology also results in sharper
transition edges for output symbols and shorter buffering
delay, thus reducing the jitter due to the buffering path.
Another potential problem is that variations in the PMOSto-NMOS strength ratio result in duty cycle error in the clocks.
This effect reduces the effective width of the final output
symbol, since the symbol boundaries are determined by both
the falling and the rising edges of the clocks. Fig. 9 shows
two extreme cases of this problem. In case (a), each pulse is
longer than the optimum symbol period, thus corrupting the
next symbol. In case (b), each pulse itself is shorter than a full
period. To combat this problem, the control loop shown in
Fig. 10 is employed. Each of the five driving blocks includes

Fig. 10. Symbol-width control loop.

a dummy driver with the same topology and clock inputs as
the main driver but is of a smaller size. These five dummy
drivers are used to generate current pulses with fixed amplitude
that are summed at node Va (in a manner similar to main
symbol generation) to form one of the two waveforms shown
in Fig. 10. The top waveform occurs when pulses with longer
period overlap the next pulses, causing a larger average value,
while the bottom waveform shows that shorter pulses result in
a smaller average value. The average value at Va is compared
to Vb (a reference generated by a matching dummy driver
but drawing a fixed dc current) by a comparator that servos a
control voltage (Ctrl) to set the symbol width error to zero for
both the dummy and the main drivers.
The differential outputs are connected to 50- on-chip
PMOS resistors to eliminate line reflections. To achieve good
linearity and almost constant 50- termination for varying
output voltages, the output devices must remain in saturation
to ensure a high output impedance compared to the 50line. Due to short-channel effects, these devices can have a
maximum output swing of 1.1 V (2.2-V differential) while
maintaining a total linearity of 2% and an output impedance
( 50 ).
of 500
The transmitter also uses bondwire inductors in series with
termination resistors to increase the output bandwidth by
“shunt peaking.” According to [11], the inductance value
should be
to increase bandwidth by a factor
of 1.8 with less than 3% frequency response peaking. With
a total output capacitance (diffusion and interconnects) of
approximately 1.4 pF and a termination resistance of 50 , the
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(a)

Fig. 11.

Chip micrograph.

optimum peaking inductance is 1.8 nH, which corresponds to
2 mm of bondwire.
To facilitate eye-diagram generation and BER measure1 pseudorandom bit stream (PRBS) encoder is
ments, a 2
built on-chip. The 4/5-sym encoder performs line coding for
the PRBS sequence. Also, a 1.2-kb memory and a 20-b data
register are implemented on-chip, which enables us to load
and transmit data patterns of different sizes (Fig. 4).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The transmitter chip was implemented in a 0.4- m CMOS
process technology offered through LSI Logic. The die photo
of the 2 1.5 mm transmitter chip is shown in Fig. 11. The 4PAM pre-emphasis driver occupies an area of 0.8 0.3 mm .
The chip was mounted in a 52-pin ceramic quad flat package,
which has internal power planes for controlled impedance and
is supplied by Vitesse Semiconductor. The size of the output
pads is reduced to 50 50 m to keep pad capacitance to a
minimum to avoid limiting the output bandwidth. To guarantee
less than 10% amplitude loss due to output RC filtering, the total output capacitance at the 25- I/O (for a doubly terminated
50- line) should not exceed 3.6 pF for a 5-Gsym/s signal. The
5 : 1 multiplexing transmitter has a total capacitance of 1.4 pF,
400 fF of which is due to the pad and metal interconnects.
The controllable filter tap weights allow channel equalization for different cable types and lengths. The transmitter
achieves a symbol rate of 5 Gsym/s (10 Gb/s) with a minimum
eye height of 350 mV and eye width of 110 ps over 0.3 m,

(b)
Fig. 12. Differential data eye at 10 Gb/s: (a) 0.3-m cable and (b) 10-m cable.

and an eye height of 200 mV and eye width of 90 ps over
10 m of PE142LL coaxial cable after pre-emphasis (Fig. 12).
As symbols without pre-emphasis after the 10-m cable show
a zero eye opening at 5 Gsym/s, it is clear that ISI mitigation
is essential.
We demonstrated in [12] that a hard detector receiver in
for a 70-mV and
0.4- m CMOS can achieve a BER 10
130-ps eye opening. The transmitter has an output jitter of 19
ps (peak to peak) and 3 ps (rms), which is negligible compared
to the 200-ps symbol period. Mismatches in the voltagecontrolled-oscillator stages and output driver paths increase
the total phase error, effectively forming a smaller data eye.
At 5 Gsym/s, a maximum phase spacing error of 13 ps ( 7%
of the 200-ps symbol width) was measured at transmitter
output. Therefore, the 200-ps symbol period is degraded by
a maximum of 41 ps due to jitter and phase spacing errors.
The chip dissipates a total power of 1.5 W at 5 Gsym/s.
VI. CONCLUSION
Limitations in both channel bandwidth and process technology present major challenges for multi-gigabit/second com-
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munication. Using signal multiplexing, transmit pulse shaping,
and multilevel modulation, we can achieve bit rates of 10 Gb/s
over distances of 10 m on copper coaxial cables in 0.4- m
CMOS technology despite these limitations. Multiplexing of
1 : 5 reduces the on-chip clock frequency to one-fifth the
symbol rate, or 1 GHz. A three-tap pre-emphasis FIR filter
is used to invert the channel low-frequency effects (ISI),
while a 4-PAM scheme reduces the symbol rate to half that
of a conventional 2-PAM system (binary transmission). This
symbol-rate reduction helps lower not only the on-chip clock
frequency but also the total data bandwidth, which results in
smaller ISI.
Problems with the multiplexing approach are the output
capacitance (which increases due to the parallelism) and
requirements on the phase position accuracy of the multiple
clock phase. Design choices were made to minimize the effect
of these problems. A symbol-width control loop is designed
to cancel the phase errors due to variations in the PMOS-toNMOS strength ratio.
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